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Making “+” part of the equation
Accessories and add-on products are value adds, for everyone – once
you look at the dollars available (and not the percentages), you’ll
be asking why scratch around when you could be mining for gold?
Jess Brunette reports.
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TAKE IT ALL
WITH YOU
Verbatim MediaShare
Wireless is a portable
wireless streaming device
for use with tablets and
smartphones that provides
a self-contained wireless connection allowing you to store, stream and
share files between up to 5 different devices at one time with no need
for internet connections or wires. MediaShare can be connected to USB
sticks, SD cards or the largest portable hard drives which can then be
accessed wirelessly by smart phones and tablets with the MediaShare
app. Ideal for backing up photos, movies and other larger files from
your smart device while in transit, MediaShare works the other way too,
allowing large files to be uploaded from hard drive to smart devices.
Streaming directly from a hard drive to multiple smart devices is another
option for watching films or listening to music collections when storage
space on smart devices is limited and can be done on multiple devices at
the same time.
www.verbatim.com.au/

CANS WITH
COLOUR AND SOUND
Headphones continue to enter
the fashion realm and Amber
Technology is keeping up with
this trend, adding new colours to
the Urban Ears and Marshall
headphones ranges. Three vibrant
new colours – Forget-Me-Not, Julep
and Citrus – are now available
for the Urban Ears Plattan
model which already boats
an impressive palette as well
as a washable headband and
great sound quality. The iconic
Marshall brand has impressed
recently with its home audio
offering and headphones and
is now offering the powerful,
stylish and feature rich Major
headphones model in a classic
brown shade.
www.ambertech.com.au
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FIRST OFF LET’S take a walk around the traps to see how this category
– seen by many as a welcome refuge from the low margin zones
populated by products like TVs and laptops – is paying off for New
Zealand’s main players.
Pudney & Lee has made a name for itself over the years in the
accessories business and, while business has been healthy, Hamish
Andrews reports the category is as fast moving, high pressure and as
competitive as ever.
“It used to be that after the end of the financial year the pressure
would be off and we could continue like normal but now it seems
every month is just kabang, kabang, kabang!” he says.
“And for us it’s always a changing game where, if you snooze for
five minutes, you miss out on an opportunity. So there’s a lot of
pressure to release something quickly but if you do so before it’s
ready you can take two steps back and that’s dangerous, especially in
today’s market where competition is hard core.”
Steve Ford, Country Manager for Belkin, feels that retailers are
definitely cottoning on to the importance of selling accessories in
light of the dramatic drop-off in margins on some bigger ticket
items but he too reports the category has been quite aggressive in
the past year.
“It’s been challenging with lots of competition coming into the
market particularly in the areas that Belkin has been fairly dominant
in for a number of years now. And we are seeing a lot of cheap
no-brand, no-name stuff appearing both on shelves and online,
which presents its own challenges.” (There will be more on own
brand accessories later in this article.)

“The combination of hardware and
software that appcessories offer is
something that’s really starting to catch
hold in the marketplace”
Stuart Bulcraig from AV Supply points out one of the obvious
pitfalls of being in a market that in many respects depends on the
performance of products that you have no control over: “Our
business really mirrors the unit sales of TVs and in the last two years
this has been in decline so it’s been a challenge in that respect,” he
explains.
Still unlike TVs, smartphone and tablet accessories have been
showing consistent growth as the penetration of these devices
continues to mature worldwide. “It’s a good space to be in,” says
Cellnet’s Dave Clark. “With the growth in smartphones tablets and
ultrabooks it’s a category that the retailers are focusing on with high
consumer demand. And everybody in retail is looking to invest more
real estate in store to focus on accessories.”
The growth of Amber Technology in New Zealand in recent years
is another indicator of the potential within the accessories and
add-ons category. Led by the One for All brand, Amber’s offering of
complementary brands and products has provided the distributor
with a not just a toe, but a foot in the door from the almost standing
start of a couple of years ago.
“Our business has grown substantially and continues to evolve
and change and develop – we’re seeing some clear opportunities to
innovate and engage and become more meaningful with our
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Replacement remote
for all Samsung TVs

AMBER TECHNOLOGY (NZ) LIMITED
Tel: +64 9 443 0753, Freephone: 0800 4 AMBER (0800 4 26237)
Fax: +64 9 443 0752, Email sales@amber.co.nz, Web www.amber.co.nz

100% Guarantee claim, works with ALL samsunG tVs

MPM 8492 0414

The only Universal Remote
specifically designed as a Samsung
TV Replacement Remote Control
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ONE FOR ALL: SIT BACK, RELAX
New from Amber is the One for All replacement Samsung
remote, the only universal replacement remote designed specifically
to work with all Samsung model TVs. One for All is also offering the

www.facebook.com/WaresMagazine

customers,” says Amber Technology Group Brand Manager Brent
Malone who, along with Nigel Lee, has been driving the Amber
brand and its products hard in recent months.
As well as high brand awareness around One For All – with its
universal remotes (especially Samsung and Sky replacement
models), panel TV wall mounts, antennae (outdoors and indoor
options thanks to the digital switchover) – Amber’s brand arsenal
also includes Energizer (mobile device chargers) while the agency
for Urbanears headphones has also seen the company expand into
fashion-conscious markets.

same thing for Sky remotes so customers can cover all their bases.
For those who want to extend the range of their existing TV and
Video signal to the rest of the house, One for All is now offering the
SV9510 Single Outlet Signal Amplifier and SV9540 Four way
Signal Splitter, which feature elegant and understated designs that
won’t draw attention to themselves.
An exciting addition to One For All’s product stable is the URC
8800 Nevo Tablet Remote, a combination of hardware and free
software that turns the user’s tablet into an easy to use remote
control for home entertainment systems. A compact Wi-Fi bridge unit
allows a huge variety of devices to be controlled on a tablet with the
free Nevo app.
www.ambertech.com.au

In search of healthy margins
Mark Sole at Uniden is another to report good business in the
last year, particularly in accessories for surveillance systems, baby
monitors and assisted listening devices: “Surveillance globally
is growing exponentially as a category, so adding on additional
cameras and so forth is lucrative as they get hooked on the system
then add another camera as needed. And the cameras do have a
good margin on them,” he says.
As mentioned earlier, one of the key factors that has encouraged a
shift in store priorities towards accessories has been the
comparatively high margin they offer – especially when compared to
heavily discounted big ticket items. But is this always the case?
One player I spoke to was candid about how, when taken far

ENJOY YOUR
FAVOURITE TV
SHOWS WITHOUT
DEAFENING YOUR
FAMILY
Assistive Listening Device

AMPLIFIED VOICE STEREO RECEIVER

SS EVR1

• Easy-to-Use
• Stereo Sound Quality
• Noise Free Listening

HEARING ENHANCED

For complete range and full specifications
visit: uniden.co.nz or call 09 273 8383
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enough, the practice of aggressive discounting can eventually be to
the detriment of even add-ons and accessories. For example many
TV wall mounts have almost halved in price as they have become an
increasingly uncomfortable portion of the overall sale as TV prices
have plummeted.
This has created a distorted view in the eyes of consumers where
paying $200 for a high quality add-on seems too much (especially if
the TV’s price is down to $1,000). The moral of this story is that
aggressive discounting has wider implications than just the product
that’s being offered at 50% off.
Own brand or known brand?
Another issue that can affect margins and overall profits is the
decision whether to go with own brand products. Denise Horne,
International Sales Director of One for All UK, is particularly well
placed to offer some global perspective on this. Horne talks of a
period a decade ago now in Europe when the major retailers were
plumbing the depths with low-end, own brand accessories (mainly
remotes) and suffering “horrendous” return rates to boot.
These days, One For All not only does very well with these same
retailers through its premium OFA branded products, but also
supplies many key retailers’ own brand product via Universal
Electronics, One For All’s owner. OFA is the classic “step-up brand”
in this context.
After all, says Denise Horne, when there is just a 5% difference

PUDNEY HAS YOU
COVERED
New to Pudney & Lee are some very stylish and
cool Thule cases for Samsung galaxy S3 and 4,
iPhone 5/5s and iPad air/mini. These models come in
striking blue, white and black and feature moulded texture contours
that provide a slip-resistant back and added grip while low profile
bumpers protect buttons, camera lens and speakers from impact and
scratches. The Slimline iPad jacket delivers hard-cover protection and
stable viewing options while a low-profile clip system offers quick
mechanical closure in addition to magnetic wake/sleep.
www.pudneyandlee.co.nz

digital wireless

BaBY VideO MONitOr

Be Sure to Look Out For Your
Bundle of Joy with Uniden’s
Baby Watch Series
The Most Advanced Baby Monitors on the Market

BW3101 SERIES
4.3” Screen with Remote Viewing App Available

BW3001 SERIES
2.3” Screen With Temperature Display Function

For complete range and full specifications
visit: uniden.co.nz or call 09 273 8383
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between the margin on a low-cost own brand product from a
no-name supplier and an own brand product from a reputable
source, the choice is clear, isn’t it?
But say a retailer is making 60-70% margin on a low-cost house
brand and only 45-50% on a promoted premium brand – is the
choice as cut and dried? Actually yes, says Denise Horne, the margin
is less but the risk is also less and the selling price is higher.
The retailer may be making fewer percentage points but they’re
making more money by going with a branded product that can
command a premium: “People nowadays want to buy a reliable
product; they want to buy something that is going to work and is
going to be quality,” she believes.
This may well resonate with New Zealand’s FMCG operators,
some of whom will have caught a cold with unreliable own branded
electrical products in recent times.

E
A IL A B L
N O W AV E LY F R O M
IV
EXCLUS BER NZ
AM

Classic
CHARGERS

Lost potential – could do better?
If we take a look at trends overseas we can see that it’s not just the
appliance retailers or online players who are working at mining

1+1

Multimedia
Consumer
essentials
fitted for
TELCOS

the accessories & add-ons market. What’s more, they’re not just
plugging away in the low-cost, high returns area of the market.
Can we quantify any of this? Looking at the Argos website, you
can see there are remote controls for as little as £6.99, mainly own
brand product, but there are also products from brands like One For
All at around the £24.99 mark.

®

15W CHARGERS

AMBER TECHNOLOGY (NZ) LIMITED
Tel: +64 9 443 0753
Freephone: 0800 4 AMBER (0800 4 26237)
Fax: +64 9 443 0752, Email sales@amber.co.nz
Web www.amber.co.nz
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“So you have a short amount of time
to really work with the customer and get
them to understand how they can get
the best possible experience out of the
product they are buying – with the aid of
accessories.”
More and more retailers in the UK are devoting increasing space
to accessories, purely because of the margins they are making.
Accessories may return a 50-70% margin as opposed to 10-12% on a
panel TV for example and this is so attractive that even FMCG
players like Tesco and Asda are getting in on the act.
Still, One For All’s Jonathan Hooker, former Sales Director UK
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and now VP Worldwide Sales, believes that there’s more to come for
the category, in the UK at least. He says a fair target for accessory
attachments would be 10%, however in reality the majority of UK
retailers are achieving just 2-3%.
This is usually due to poorly trained sales assistants not offering
accessories at all, or customers buying them at a later date (and not
necessarily from the original retailer to boot). “Increasing attachments
is a huge focus area, but still has a long way to go,” he says.
We’re sure that Kiwi retailers aren’t ignoring this rich vein but
their rate of change and/or expansion does seem in some cases to
have been painfully slow and it’s a safe bet that there’s more to be
mined than is currently the case.
Belkin’s Steve Ford also suggests that retailers may be missing
obvious opportunities: “The feedback we are getting out of the US is
that someone buying a smartphone is likely to buy around 12
accessories during the life of that product.
“But, if you actually spoke to the retailers, they are probably
selling less than half of that, certainly on first purchase and the
customers are probably buying it from another retailer or online.”

=?

Getting smarter with smartphones
There are more stats that support smartphone accessories as a
massive an area of growth. A recent report from forecaster Canalys
estimates that almost 1 billion smartphones were shipped in 2013,
a 44% increase on 2012. So clearly this is an area that has massive
potential and opens up several different sets of opportunities for
accessories and add-ons.
However, as these devices have become more a part of our lives in
recent years, it’s clear that having a few black or clear cases and
some basic cables just isn’t enough anymore.
“Smartphone and tablet accessories have really matured as a category
so we now see a variety of colours and fashion elements that are coming
into the mix but also ruggedised and waterproofed sub-categories that
have come in as the penetration of smart phones grows and the need to
protect those high end devices increases,” says Cellnet’s Dave Clark.
Hamish Andrew reports that Pudney & Lee will also increase its
offering in this area in the coming months, providing a service
where consumers can order a high quality, personalised phone case
in “an exclusive deal with a major retailer that is very exciting”.
Pudney & Lee will also offer a screen protector application service
to these stores that will give customers a perfect, automated fit every
time, a suggestion that Andrew says has been met with a very warm
response from retailers.
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BRACKET
SOLUTIONS
Wall mount brackets to suit
your viewing needs

Excellence Series

SV4820

• Light Weight: Aluminium construction for light weight solution
• Anti Theft: To prevent theft of your screen
• Cable Management: Excellence series product arms include
cable guidance inside the arm
• Easy Install: Quick installation guide, drilling template and
supplied screws ensure a quick and easy installation

Smart Series

SV3510

• Universal Mounting: Standard VESA and adjustable mounting
to ensure maximum compatibility
• Safety Lock: Makes sure the screen stays on the wall during
adjustment
• Cable Management: Smart series product arms include cable
guidance inside the arm.
• Easy Install: Quick installation guide, drilling template and
supplied screws ensure a quick and easy installation
Manufactured to strict
European standards and built
to exacting specifications

AMBER TECHNOLOGY (NZ) LIMITED
Tel: +64 9 443 0753
Freephone: 0800 4 AMBER (0800 4 26237)
Fax: +64 9 443 0752, Email sales@amber.co.nz
Web www.amber.co.nz
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THE SMELL OF CLEAN
Parex has an exclusive add-on available for use with the Bissel
PowerFresh steam mop in the form of the easy to use Bissell
fragrance discs. These discs slot into the Bissel micro ban pad and
add a clean spring breeze fragrance to the mop’s system adding an
extra sensory element that makes the room not only look and feel
clean but smell it too. Contact Parex for more info.
www.parex.co.nz

GET YOUR MOTOR RUNNING
Digital Logistics is now stocking the iBolt xProDock Connect active
car dock that works with NFC capable Android phones up 94mm
wide. This high quality dock ensures volume and power buttons are
easily accessible and the whole package includes the iBolt Stick
Anywhere climate proof suction mount that can hold up to 8kg for
true sucking power. The dock can automatically connect using NFC
to the free iBolt Dock’n Drive app that optimises your phones settings
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What on earth is an “appcessory”?
Smart device saturation has done more than open up the market for
cases and cords however. These are basically small computers after
all, and the growing mobile application software industry has also
led to the development of some exciting new hardware.
If you haven’t heard the word “appcessory” before (I hadn’t before
researching this piece), it may be an important one to add to your
vocabulary in the years to come. “Appcessory” (APPlication
acCESSORY) is described by pcmag.com as “An app in a mobile
device that activates something in the physical world. It can use
Wi-Fi or Bluetooth, or it may require a device that plugs into the
charging/data transfer port.”
For those in the retail game, the potential for sales is in that extra
device which creates a bridge between an app on a smartphone and
the consumer’s existing hardware, whether it’s a home
entertainment system, a light switch, a kitchen appliance, a heater,
or even the front door.

1+1

Belkin’s Steve Ford sees excellent potential for appcessories,
particularly in the growing area of home automation, and reports
that Belkin is currently developing a range of products in its Wemo
line, including a collaboration with slow cooker manufacturer
Jardin.
“The combination of hardware and software that appcessories
offer is something that’s really starting to catch hold in the
marketplace,” says Ford , who adds that Belkin also has a suite of
Wemo products coming based around simple home automation
allowing consumers to activate devices and things like lights very
cheaply. “So, rather than rip out cables and tear down walls for refit,
these are very modular and simple and are controlled with
smartphones or tablets,” he says.
Amber Technology is another player that has entered the
appcessory area with the One For All Nevo Tablet Remote and Wi-Fi
bridge which turns a tablet into an advanced remote control for
home theatre systems.

for driving.
Complete this picture with one of the high quality car chargers
and extender cables that Digital Logistics is now stocking from the
ToughTested brand that offer a range of lengths, charging speeds
and single or double outputs to meet the requirements of all smart
phone and tablet users.
www.digitallogistics.co.nz
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Bigger TVs create opportunities
While the TV market is a tougher area to be in than smart devices at
the moment, the trend toward even bigger TVs may be opening up
new avenues for value added or add-on sales.
“The decline in TV sales is set to flatten out this year and large
panel TV sales are actually going to increase. So the move from
smaller or medium sized TVs to larger ones means that more people
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want to attach them to a wall and the demand for wall mounts
increases, which is obviously beneficial for us,” explains AV Supply’s
Stuart Bulcraig.
The steady upsizing of TVs may also bring safety issues,
rather than just price, to the top of the consumer’s list of
priorities when considering accessories and add-ons for a new TV
purchase.
Bulcraig points to a recent report from the US that may be
opening people’s eyes to the importance of having their TV secured
correctly: “The stats make pretty grim reading from a US
perspective,” he explains. “ A report from the US Consumer
Product Safety Commission found that over a 10-year period there
were actually 17,000 emergency reports on TVs tipping and injuries
related to TVs increased 31% in that period. And that’s one of the
reasons we are partnering with some reputable New Zealand
retailers and Safekids Aotearoa to provide some information to the
consumers on how to prevent injury from TVs.”
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From the shop floor: advice for selling add-ons
So there are opportunities out there in new and older categories if
you know your market and the customer well enough. However,
despite the best intentions of suppliers and anyone else with a
vested interest in selling accessories add-ons, it comes down to a few
minutes in the shop floor.
To get a report from the coal face on making the most of this
lucrative category we talked to seasoned industry pro John Feron,
co-owner of Betta Electrical Alexandra.

“It always surprises me when other
retailers outsource delivery – we prefer to
do that ourselves as it leads to more sales.”
As well as knowing your products and getting to know your
customers Feron has found that offering as standard a home
delivery, installation and tutoring service – particularly for larger
items like TVs – has opened up new business avenues once sales
staff are in the customer’s home.
“Often the customer will say ‘by the way, would you have a look at
my TV, I don’t think it’s right’ or they are considering getting a new
one and ask us to look at their situation and recommend something
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ANTENNA
SOLUTIONS
Innovative flat antenna solutions to
ensure the best possible receptions
SV 9395

Full HD
Indoor Aerials

• Amplified indoor antenna
• 360° Multi Patch technology
• Enhanced filter
• Touch control digital amplifier
• Multiple placement, flat, standing or on the wall

Full HD Outdoor Aerials

SV 9455

• Designed for HD Digital TV.
• 4G & GSM filter for interference
free crystal clear reception.
• High performance power
booster (SV 9455).
• All weather proof up to
IP55 level.
• Easy to install.

SV 9450

AMBER TECHNOLOGY (NZ) LIMITED
Tel: +64 9 443 0753
Freephone: 0800 4 AMBER (0800 4 26237)
Fax: +64 9 443 0752, Email sales@amber.co.nz
Web www.amber.co.nz
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AV SUPPLY: PUTTING THE
“HOME” IN HOME THEATRE
AV supply has added to its range of TV mounts
with Sanus Premium Series models that
put safety and aesthetics first and foremost.
VLF525 is a full-motion mount that
allows for tilt, swivel, extension and
levelling without the need for tools.
Unsightly cables stay concealed,
and tool-free assembly ensures a
quick and easy installation.
For simpler jobs the VLT5 tilting
mount gives the best view from the floor or couch and fingertip tilt
allows for easy TV adjustments, while the mount tilts the TV back for
easy cable access. Both models allow the TV to slide easily side-toside for perfect positioning and a safety tab provides a safe and easy
audible connection for extra reassurance.
When on-wall placement isn’t first choice some well-designed,
functional and beautiful furniture is the best option. The Sonorous
Elements range may fit the bill. Assembled and ready to go Elements
feature built in Infra-Red repeaters that send the signal from your
remote to components hidden discreetly behind the facade. A range
of styles, colours, sizes and setups are available.
www.avsupply.co.nz

CAN YOU TURN THAT DOWN!
As we get older, the TV volume inevitably tends to get higher and
higher – much to the chagrin of the younger members of the house.
That’s why Uniden is now offering the SS EVR1 Assistive Listening
Device that delivers a welcome boost of volume for one person who
needs it but who doesn’t need a hearing aid. The Uniden
Listening Device is easy to use and its sensitive
microphone also protects the user from unexpected
jumps in sound. Contact Uniden for more
information.
www.uniden.co.nz
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for their home,” Feron explains “It always surprises me when other
retailers outsource delivery – we prefer to do that ourselves as it
leads to more sales.”
Whether it’s batteries for cameras and remotes, or formulas for
wet and dry vacuums, consumables can offer good margins and are
often seen as a great way to get people in the shop floor on a regular
basis, opening up chances to create repeat business and build trusted
relationships with consumers.
“One thing that works great for us is vacuum bags,” says John
Feron. “And we have a little coffee card so all they have to do is come
in, say their name and we have it all on record and we get an awful
lot of praise from our customers for that simple little thing. So we
tell them ‘next time you come in, you remember your name and we
will remember your vacuum bag’’ – it’s just a simple thing that looks
after the customer and gets them back in the door every month or 6
weeks and often turns into sales.”
Barnaby Thompson, Sales & Marketing manager for Parex, also
stresses the importance of having a good supply of the right
consumables – particularly for larger systems such as steam mops –
to match the products that are in-store.
“Sales people should always mention any deals and tell customers
that they always have full stock and then back that up,” says
Thompson. “There is nothing worse than a customer going to a
retailer and they don’t have any consumables as that’s probably one
of the reasons they go in in the first place.”

1+1

The final word: Ask questions!
This could be the most important piece of advice of all. Every player
we talked to stressed that asking questions and listening to what
the customer’s wider needs may be is crucial to getting the right
products and the best value into the hands of consumers.
John Feron continues: “Asking questions is the key. You can’t sell
somebody something and be absolutely confident that they got what
they want unless you ask them questions. It’s so easy to say ‘I’ll take
$300 of this’ but what else? Is that going to be right for my needs? Is
that a help?”
Feron has found that dealing on price alone doesn’t make for
happy customers in his experience and that a crucial part of making
his customers happy is ensuring they have the right accessories to
get the best experience out of any given product. After all there is no
bigger let down than getting an exciting new purchase home only to
find that you don’t have the right cable or battery to make it work.
Uniden’s Mark Sole is another who feels that asking even the most
basic questions should be absolutely standard practice for every
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REMOTE
SOLUTIONS
A range of European
designed remotes

Simple Series
GET ENERGIZED!
Amber is proud to carry the legendary Energizer brand with a new
range of car and wall chargers for multiple devices including smart

Provides easy control of digital
TV & recordings

phones and tablets. Each model comes with the high quality materials
and design associated with the Energizer brand and offer options
from the simple elegant car charger for your iPhone or Android phone
to multi slot models with higher wattage for charging phones and
tablets simultaneously at higher speed in the car or at home with a
wall socket.
Amber also has a new range of vibrantly coloured high quality
Energizer Lightning connectors now available to add a touch of
difference to any Apple setup
www.ambertech.com.au

retail staff member (as well as having a good knowledge of stock!):
“It’s important to make sure staff are educated on what the up sale
for each SKU is and training them in the ‘would you like fries with
that?’ style response as it costs nothing to ask that question when
closing the sale.”
When you’re making a sale on a big ticket item there is a very
short but very crucial window of opportunity that Belkin’s Steve
Ford believes retail staff need to take more advantage of: “They
really have to try to maximise the opportunity with the customer
in-store there and then. So if a customer is buying a $1,000 tablet
you need to be talking to them about how to protect it, how to
provide additional power and charge to it – you can never have
enough cables!
“So you have a short amount of time to really work with the
customer and get them to understand how they can get the best
possible experience out of the product they are buying – with the
aid of accessories.”
I couldn’t have said it better myself.
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Now released a
replacement remote control
for all Samsung TVs, LCD
panels, LED & plasma
screens

AMBER TECHNOLOGY (NZ) LIMITED
Tel: +64 9 443 0753
Freephone: 0800 4 AMBER (0800 4 26237)
Fax: +64 9 443 0752, Email sales@amber.co.nz
Web www.amber.co.nz
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Universal replacement remote
for your Sky box. Controls
your TV & Sky, works for Sky
and MySky HDi
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